1st Young SEA-TVET Symposium
“Learning and Sharing towards Internationalisation and Harmonisation”

ASSIGNMENT FOR STUDENT GROUP ACTIVITY:
INNOVATIVE PROJECT COMPETITION

“Better Life for our Elderly People”
Your group’s mission is
to create a product prototype/project concept that can make elderly people
(old people) in the community to be happier in their daily life.

I.

Suggested Steps:

1) Analyse




2) Discuss and share



Thinking about what your grandma and
grandpa needs and what makes them feel
happy.
Linking to the general elderly people – what do
they need and what will make them happier in
their daily life.
Students share the experiences within the
group.
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3) Identify the key issues/problems



Students select the key issues/problems to
address among themselves.

4) Brainstorm the solutions



Students brainstorm the ideas/solutions to
address the key issues/problems.

5) Apply your knowledge and skills



Students apply the knowledge and skills to
develop the project concept/solution/product

6) Using recycled materials and
natural objects to create a
product prototype or presenting
your idea



Students can use the recycled materials and
natural objects which are provided by the
committee or found around the hotel to
produce/present the product prototype or
project concept.

7) Develop a brief information of
your idea



Make sure that the following information will
be clearly explained at the
presentation/exhibit. (The templates are
attached)
1. Brief information of the project
 Title of the project
 Why this concept is created
 Objectives
 How it will work
 What are the benefits
2. Name of your group, list of group
members, school, country

8) Preparation to present of your
product prototype/project
concept /solution is on 30 Aug at
17.30‐18.30 hrs.

Student must exhibit the idea at the provided area
during 17.30‐ 18.30 hrs on 30 Aug

9) Evaluation by the Judging
Committee is on 30 Aug at 18.30‐
19.30 hrs.

The Students can stand by to present the idea to
the Judging Members.

II.

Rules and Conditions:




Your idea must address to the real situation and meet needs of elderly people.
Your idea must be innovative but doable and practical.
Please do not ruin the hotel facilities/decorations or break the tree or flowers for
obtaining the materials.
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III.

Do Not Forget the Submission and Presentation Schedule:




IV.

V.

Make sure that the product/project concept must be finished by 17.30 hrs on 30 Aug.
Concept must be presented at the exhibit area during 17.30‐18.30 hrs on 30 Aug.
The Judging Committee will evaluate the students’ project/product concept at 18.30‐
19.30 hrs. on 30 Aug. Students can stand by for giving explanation to the Judging
Committee Members.

Prizes:


10 Outstanding Innovative Projects
o Evaluated and selected by the Judging Committee



3 Popular Votes of Innovative Projects
o Voted by all participants (Teachers, Students and Working committee)

Judging Criteria (Total scores = 100)


Creativity (20)



Teamwork (20)



Benefits that meet needs of elderly people (20)



Economy of scale, practical and doable (10)



Artistic presentation and the use of recycled objects (10)



Clear explanation and presentation (10)



Potential to develop further and scale‐up (10)
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